It has been a significant and challenging issue to derive the complex valid contracted graphs (CGs) with hexagonal links plus other links and identify their isomorphism for creating novel closed mechanisms. This paper focuses on the derivation of the valid CGs with hexagonal links plus other links using the characteristic strings (CSs). First, the concepts on the CGs and CSs are explained, and the numbers of vertices and edges in the CGs are solved. Second, the relative criterion are determined for representing/deriving CGs and identifying isomorphic/invalid CGs by CSs. Third, some simple CGs are derived from some associated linkages with hexagonal links plus more other links, are represented by CSs, and the isomorphic/invalid CGs are identified using the CSs and the isomorphic queues of the links. Fourth, some examples are given for illustrating their applications. Finally, many complex valid CGs with more hexagonal links plus other links are represented and derived using CSs, and their isomorphism are identified using CSs.
Introduction
It has been a significant and challenging issue to create more novel parallel mechanisms (PMs) with hexagonal links plus other links due to some merits such as multi-DOF, high rigidity, large output force/torque, short kinematic chain and large workspace [1] [2] [3] [4] . The topology graph (TG) is a simple and effective tool for type synthesis of closed mechanisms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The contracted graph (CG) is a basic and effective tool for deriving various TGs [5, 6] . In the aspect of type synthesis of mechanisms, Sohn, Freudenstein, and Tsai et al. proposed contracted graphs (CGs) [3, 7, 8] . Vucina and Freudenstein [8] applied graph theory into type synthesis of mechanisms. Yang and Jin [4, 9] studied topology structure design of robot mechanisms. Johnson [5] derived the associated linkages (ALs) for planar mechanisms by determining tree. Gogu [1] studied type synthesis of PMs by morphological and evolutionary approaches. Lu and Leinonen [6] derived some CGs from ALs by the adjacency matrices and derived some TGs from CGs. By changing types and motion orientations of joints, Yan et al. [10, 11] studied the configuration synthesis of mechanisms with variable topological representations and characteristics of variable kinematic joints. Hervé [12] proposed Lie group for type synthesis of mechanisms for classifying mechanism branches based on different joints and their orders. Pucheta et al. [13, 14] synthesized planar linkages based on constrained sub-graph isomorphism detection and existing mechanisms. Saxena et al. [15] selected the best configuration based on kinetostatic design specifications. Uicker et al. [16] studied the identification and recognition of equivalence of kinematic chains. Shende, Yadav, Kong, and Chang, Rao et al. studied kinematic chain isomorphism identification [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Lu et al. derived many TGs of planar 1, 2-DOF mechanisms using characteristic strings [22] . Each of the above approaches has its merits and different focus. However, to directly derive and identify the isomorphic kinematic chain from TGs before identifying isomorphic/invalid CGs may lead to great unnecessary mental work, and may even have different solutions when identifying the same kinematic chain. In fact, many different CGs can be derived from the same AL, many different TGs can be derived from the same CG, and many different mechanisms can be derived from the same TG [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 26 ]. Suppose there are two different CG x and CG y. Since any TG derived from CG x must be non-isomorphism of TGs derived from CG y [9] , it is significant to derive valid CGs and to identify their isomorphism for type synthesis of mechanisms. However, when an AL includes more links, the number of different CGs must increase greatly. Meanwhile, it also becomes very difficult to derive many valid CGs and to identify isomorphic/invalid CGs by adjacency matrices [9] . For this reason, this paper focuses on the derivation of the valid CGs with hexagonal link H + pentagonal links P, quaternary links Q, and ternary links T using characteristic strings (CSs). Following problems are solved: (1) the determination of criterion for representing and deriving CGs with H + other links by CSs; (2) the construction of CGs from some ALs with H + other links; (3) the representation and derivation of all the complex valid CGs with H + other links from valid CSs and the identification of the isomorphic/invalid CGs by CSs.
Contracted graphs (CGs) and their construction
A characteristic string is defined as an array with some strings. For example, an array {231, 213, 311, 112} is a characteristic string with 4 strings. Each of strings includes serial digits. An associated linkage (AL) is an acceptable group of links [5, 6] . Generally, several different CGs corresponding to one AL can be constructed. During deriving all valid CGs from ALs, some isomorphic/invalid CGs must be identified. However, it is a challenging issue to identify the isomorphic/invalid CGs from some ALs with more H + other links. Hence, the characteristic strings are applied for representing and deriving all valid CGs with more H + other links.
Concepts of CGs and some parameters
A CG excludes any binary links B. Each of the links in a CG is represented by a vertex. The vertices in a CG are connected with each other by some edges. A TG is similar to a CG, except that each of the edges is replaced by some B connected in series by some joints (J) with one DoF. A vertex vs. H, P, Q and T is connected with (6, 5, 4, 3) edges, respectively. Let n 6 , n 5 , n 4 and n 3 be the numbers of H, P, Q and T, respectively. In fact, n k (k = 3, 4, 5, 6) are the number of the vertices connected with k edges. Some ALs with the acceptable group of H plus other links have been derived for the planar and spatial mechanisms [6] (see Table 1 ). Here, M is the degree of freedom (DoF) of mechanisms; ζ is the passive DoF; n p2 and n s2 are the number of B in TG for the planar and spatial mechanisms, respectively; n and e are the number of the vertices and the number of the edges in CG, respectively. Since H, P, Q and T are connected with 6, 5, 4 and 3 edges, respectively, n and e can be solved as: n = n 3 + n 4 + n 5 + n 6 , e = (3n 3 + 4n 4 + 5n 5 + 6n 6 )/2.
(1)
n and e corresponding to each of the ALs are solved from Eq.
(1) (see Table 1 ). Generally, many CGs can be derived from the ALs in Table 1 and some different CGs can be derived from the same AL. Next, many TGs can be derived from the same CG by distributing some B into CG based on Table 1 .
Construction of CGs
Each of the CGs can be constructed by means of a basic circle, n vertices and e edges. Let i (i = 1, 2, …, 6) be the number of edges for connecting with 2 vertices (see Fig. 1 ).
Based on n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 , n and e in Table 1 , the constructions of CGs are described as follows:
(1) Construct a circle. (2) Distribute all vertices corresponding to the links on the circle circumference C. (3) Connect n vertices with e edges in the circle. Any vertex corresponding Table 1 . Values of (n p2 , n s2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 , n, e) in some known Als.
No.
n p2 n s2 n 3 n 4 n 5 n 6 n e to H, P, Q and T must be connected with 6, 5, 4 and 3 edges, respectively. Each of H, P, Q and T has different acceptable connections with vertices in a CG (see Table 2 ). If a CG can be separated into two isolated parts or more, this CG is invalid. If a CG can be separated into 2 parts connected by a vertex, this CG is invalid although it may be used to synthesize some serial-parallel mechanisms. For example, CG 2 is an invalid CG (see Fig. 1 ). Suppose there is a CG x, its isomorphism is represented by CG xi. In this case, the CG x is the same as the CG xi or the symmetry of the CG xi, and CG xi must be eliminated. For example, CG x and CG xi (x = 5, 8, 9, 21, 22) are mutual isomorphism, respectively, see Fig. 1 . Based on Tables  1 and 2 , the 29 simple CGs are derived from some ALs in 
Construction of CSs for representing CGs
Similarly, other 32 different simple CGs are derived from the ALs in Table 1 (see Fig. 2 ). In order to derive the complex CGs with more basic links and identify their isomorphism, each of the CGs should be represented and derived by an array based on Tables 1 and 2 . For example, the 29 CGs in Fig. 1 can be represented and derived by the 24 CSs (see Table 3 ).
The isomorphic/invalid CGs derived from the ALs can be identified by CSs. When representing and deriving CGs by CSs, some criterion must be satisfied as follows:
(1) A vertex corresponding to H, P, Q and T in a CG must connect with 6, 5, 4 and 3 edges, respectively.
(2) Each of CSs includes several strings. Each string corresponding to one vertex in CG includes one digit or more. Each of the digits in the string is the number of edges by which two vertices are connected with each other. For example, a CG 14 with H+P+Q+T in Fig. 1 can be represented and derived by No. 14 array {132, 211, 131, 111} in Table 3 . No. 14 array includes 4 strings; the 1st string 132 is the numbers of edges by which H is connected with T by 1 edge, P by 3 edges and Q by 2 edges, respectively; the 2nd string 211 is the numbers of edges by which Q is connected with H by 2 edges, T by 1 edge and P by 3 edges, respectively; the 3rd string 131 is the numbers of edges by which P is connected with Q by 1 edge, H by 3 edges and T by 1 edge, respectively; the 4th string 111 is the number of edges by which T is connected with P by 1 edge, Q by 1 edge, and H by 1 edge, respectively.
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In the same array, the last digit of the jth string is the 1st digit of the (j+1)th string; the 1st digit of the left-most string is the last digit of the right-most string. For example, in No. 11 array{231, 213, 311, 112}, the last digit of the 1st string 231 is the 1st digit of the 2nd string 213; the last digit of the 2nd string 213 is the 1st digit of the 3rd string 311; the last digit of the 3rd string 311 is the 1st digit of the 4th string 112; the first digit of the left-most string 231 is the last digit of the rightmost string 112. Thus, an adjacent connected string is formed.
(5) The sum of digits in a string vs. a vertex is the number of edges of connection of this vertex.
(6) The sum of the digits in an array is 2e. (7) If one of the n vertices can not be distributed on C, its string is marked by _ in the array. In this case: a. each of the m digits of the string is the middle digit of other m strings in the array; b. the above criteria 4 is satisfied when excluding the string from the array; c. the above criterion 5 and 6 are satisfied when including the string in the array. For example, the CG 2 with H+4T in Fig. 2 Table 4 can be written as CG 28/1, CG 28/2 and CG 28/3, respectively, see Fig. 2 .
(9) A queue is an arrangement of n links of a CG. When moving some right-most links in the queue to the left-most position, an isomorphic queue of the links is formed because the cyclic queue of the links is unchanged, vice versa. A valid queue is a non-isomorphic queue. The n links of the CG may have some different valid queues. Two CGs corresponding to the valid queue and its isomorphism, respectively, must be mutual isomorphism. For example, when moving HP in a queue HPTTT to the left-most position, an isomorphic queue TTTHP is formed. Similarly, other 3 isomorphic queues PTTTH and THPTT TTHPT are formed (see Table 5 ). Hence, CG 12 corresponding to HPTTT and CG 12i corresponding to THPTT are mutual isomorphism, see Table 3 . It is confirmed by Fig. 2 that CG 12i is formed from CG 12 rotating by 90°.
(10) Many CGs derived from the same AL can be divided into several groups based on the different valid queues of the links. A CG corresponding to one valid queue must be nonisomorphism of the CGs corresponding to other valid queues. For example, CGs 11~21 with H+P+3T are derived from No.
11 AL and divided into groups I and II according to the 2 valid queues HPTTT and HTPTT, see Table 4 . CGs 11~15 in group I corresponding to HPTTT must be non-isomorphism of CGs 16~21 in group II corresponding to HTPTT.
In the same way, the 21 valid queues and the number of the valid CGs are determined from Tables 3 and 4 . The 104 isomorphic queues are determined from the 21 valid queues, see Table 5 . When eliminating the 104 isomorphic queues, the derivations of the 277 isomorphic CGs in Table 5 can be avoided. Therefore, it is significant to determine valid/ isomorphic queues. Otherwise, it may lead to great unnecessary mental work to directly derive and identify the isomorphic CGs before identifying valid/isomorphic queues of links.
If an array does not satisfy above criterion 1-7, it is an invalid array by which the valid CGs may not be represented and derived. For example, an array {6, 3, 3, 3, 3} for CG with H+4T and an array {6, 5, 3, 3, 3} for CG with H+P+3T are invalid, because the criteria 1 or 4 are unsatisfied.
Suppose that CG x and CG y in the same group are represented by array x and array y, respectively. If following condi- tions are satisfied, CG x and CG y must be mutual isomorphism.
(a) When all the digits in array x are the same as that in array y. For example, CG 5 with 2H+Q is represented by No. 5 array {24, 42, 22}; CG 5i with 2H+Q is represented by No. 5i array {42, 22, 24}, see Fig. 1 and Table 3 . When moving the 1st string 42 in No. 5i array to the right-most position, No. 5i array becomes No. 5i' array {22, 24, 42}. Since all digits of strings in No. 5i' array in backward queue is the same as those of No. 5 array, CG 5i and CG 5 must be mutual isomorphism. It is confirmed by Fig. 1 that CG 5 and CG 5i are symmetrical. In fact, the derivation of the array y' is similar to the array x, except that the strings of the other vertices along C clockwise are successively arranged in array y'.
Generally, it is easy by visual inspection to identify the isomorphism of some CGs represented by the same array. Otherwise, a coding approach can be applied for isomorphism identification of two CGs represented by the same array. The detail processes of the coding approach are described as:
(1) Select CG x and CG y represented by the same array.
(2) Mark the n vertices of CG x by digits (1, 2, …, n) in successive order from the starting vertex along C counterclockwise (see Fig. 1 ). After that, mark n vertices of CG y by digits (1, 2, …, n) in successive order from the starting vertex, followed by the other vertices.
(3) If all e pairs of digits in CG x can be found in CG y without considering sequence of digits, then CG x and CG y are mutual isomorphism, else are mutual non-isomorphism.
For example, both CG 27/3 and CG 27/3i include H+6T, 7 vertices and 12 edges. They are represented by No. 27 array {21111, 111, 111, 111, 111, 111, 12} (see Table 4 ). Mark all the 7 vertices of CG 27/3 and CG 27/3i. It is known that the 12 edges in both CG 27/3 and CG 27/3i include 12 pairs of digits (1↔2, 1↔3, 1↔5, 1↔6, 2(1↔7), 2↔3, 2↔4, 3↔4, 4↔5, 5↔6, 6↔7), respectively. Thus, the CG 27/3 and CG 27/3i are mutual isomorphism.
Comparison of the adjacency matrices and the characteristic strings (CSs)
matrices includes n×n items for representing a CG with n links, its two dimensional mathematical model and relations are complicated. Therefore, it is difficult to identify isomorphic CGs from the adjacency matrices by visual inspection. When applying the characteristic strings, only one dimension array is used for representing a CG. For example, the 2 valid queues HPQT and HPTQ and their 4 isomorphic queues PHTQ, QPHT, QHPT and TPHQ can be selected from Table  5 and listed in Table 6 for representing the same CGs j with H+P+Q+T and their isomorphic CGs ji in Fig. 3 . Since each of the arrays for representing a CG with n links includes n strings in one dimension, their model and relations are simple. Therefore, it is easy to identify isomorphic CGs from the array by visual inspection. In addition, the isomorphic queues can be identified easily by visual inspection. Therefore, the identification of many isomorphic CGs can be avoided.
Examples for type synthesis of mechanisms
A closed mechanism may include some revolute pairs R, prismatic pairs P e , universal pairs U, spherical pairs S. A Kutzbach-Grübler formula is modified for solving the DoF of the closed mechanism as below [3] :
.
Here, N is the number of links including base; g is the number of kinematic pairs; f i is the local DoF of the ith kinematic pair. The 4 examples of the type synthesis of PMs using CGs with H plus other links are illustrated as follows: Example 1. The valid CG 1 with 2H in Fig. 4(a) is used to create a TG 1 with 2H+(M+24)B for the spatial mechanisms based on No. 1 AL in Table 1 and the CG 1 in Fig. 1 . When each of the 6 edges in TG 1 is replaced by 5B connected in series by 6J, a Stewart PM with M=6 is synthesized, see Fig.  4(a) .
Example 2. Although the CG 2 with H+3T in Fig. 4(b) is invalid, it can be used to create a TG 2 with H+2T+(M+18)B for the spatial mechanisms based on No. 2 AL in Table 1 and the CG 2 in Fig. 1 . When each of the 6 edges in the TG 2 is replaced by 4B connected in series by 5J, a 2(3-SPR) serialparallel mechanism with M = 6, and a walking robots with two (3-SPR PM) legs can be created (see Fig. 4(b) ).
Example 3. A CG 3 with H+Q+2T in Fig. 4(c) is used to create a TG 3 with H+Q+2T+(M+22)B for the spatial mechanisms based on No. 8 AL in Table 1 and the CG 17 in Fig. 1 .
Next, a novel PM with two composite universal pairs can be synthesized from the TG 3. This PM includes 16 links, 20 kinematic pairs (6S, 6P e , 4R, 4U) and ζ = 0. Its DoF is M = 6×(16-20-1)+(3×6+1×6+2×4+4)= 6 based on Eq. (2). Example 4. In Fig. 4(d) , a CG 4 with H+4T is used to create a TG 4 with H+4T+(M+ζ+21)B for spatial mechanisms based on No. 13 AL in Table 1 and the CG 2 in Fig. 2 . Thus, a Deta PM [3] can be created from TG 4. Since each of the 6 SS limbs includes a passive DoF, this PM includes 11 links, 15 kinematic pairs (12S, 3R), ζ = 6. Its DoF is M = 6×(11-15-1)+(3×12+1×3)-6=3 based on Eq. (2).
Conclusions
When some associated linkages include more hexagonal links H, pentagonal link P, quaternary link Q, ternary link T, the number of the different contracted graphs (CGs) increase greatly. Meanwhile, it becomes significant and challenging to derive the valid CGs and identify the isomorphic/ invalid CGs H+P+T, 2H, H+6T, H+Q+4T, H+2Q+2T, H+3Q, H+P+3T , H+P+Q+T, 2H+2T, 2H+Q, H+2P or H+P+Q+3T in the different valid queues of the links can be represented and derived by their CSs. Many isomorphic CGs and the invalid CGs can be identified by their CSs.
The different valid queues of the links in each of the associated linkages can be determined. Many isomorphic queues of the links can be derived from the valid queues of the links. When eliminating all the isomorphic queues, the derivation of many isomorphic CGs can be avoided.
Some different CGs can be represented by the same array. A coding approach can be used for isomorphism identification of two CGs represented by the same array. 6 : Hexagonal link and its number P, n 5 : Pentagonal link and its number Q, n 4 : Quaternary link and its number T, n 3 : Ternary link and its number B, n p2 n s2 : Binary link and its number for planar and spatial mechanism R, P e : Revolute, prismatic pairs in mechanisms U, S : Universal, spherical pairs in mechanisms
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